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The Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) Association (GSMA) rolled out the rich 
communication services (RCS) to enable the sharing of images, videos, OTPs, suggested actions, 
and more for over 4 billion users of SMS, through the native messaging app of Android phones. RCS 
is a form of IP messaging that supports the sharing of high-resolution photos, videos, location, 
group chats, read receipts, suggested replies, among several other functions. Referred to as SMS 
2.0, RCS is the default messaging standard for 5G networks, but functions on 3G and 4G networks 
as well. RCS is supported by GSMA, MEF, Google, Samsung, and major carriers such as T-Mobile, 
Vodafone, Orange, Telefonica, British Telecom, etc., among several others.  

Introduction

Business messaging is no longer lopsided towards OTT apps, particularly since the advent of RCS. 
The availability of OTT app-like features on the phone’s native messaging app has not only 
removed some of the drawbacks inherent in traditional SMS but also generated a huge market for 
the RCS; last year, it was found that over 1.2 billion users across the globe are already using RCS 
(source). Naturally, the popularity of RCS for A2P and P2A business messaging has soared. 

RCS Market Potential

RCS Business Messaging (RBM) is the A2P and P2A communication through the RCS channel that 
allows brands and consumers to interact with each other for a richer engagement. It uses the 
rich and interactive features of RCS to enable branded and secure messaging. A report by 
Mobilesquared predicts the number of RCS users to reach 5 billion by 2028 with a CAGR of 26 
percent. The same report estimates the annual RCS traffic to be in excess of 1 trillion messages 
globally (Source). Industry’s optimism regarding RCS is not without reason. As incidents involving 
the theft of sensitive data such as one-time passwords, survey results increase, building robust 
security around communication channels sending them, is of utmost importance. Consequently, 
enterprises see an increase in brand awareness among consumers, while consumers’ confi-
dence in a brand improves as well.

What is RCS Business Messaging?

Features of RCS Business Messaging
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Fig 1: RCS Features Source

ps://www.gsma.com/futurenetworks/rcs/
ps://www.gsma.com/futurenetworks/rcs/
https://www.gsma.com/futurenetworks/rcs/
https://mobileecosystemforum.com/enterprise-communications/
https://mobile-magazine.com/media-and-entertainment/rcs-revolution-getting-left-read
https://www.gsma.com/futurenetworks/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Mobilesquared-RCS-Lab-GSMA-May-2020-Public.pdf
https://getvoip.com/blog/2020/07/23/what-is-rcs/
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> Branding: RBM delivers each message accompanied by the brand logo, providing a 
branding opportunity for the enterprise, and increasing brand awareness among consumers.

> Verification and Trust: Each business is verified before being permitted to send RBM 
messages and a check mark (trust mark) is added against the brand name providing trust and 
assurance to the consumers.

> Delivery and Read Receipts: RBM allows brands to ascertain whether a message has 
been delivered, and if the recipients have read a message or not.

> Pay on Delivery Pricing: Enterprises pay for the RBM service only after a message is 
successfully delivered, unlike the SMS, where brands pay for messages sent (irrespective of 
whether it is delivered or not).

> Chip Lists: A Chip list is a horizontal set of buttons with each of them suggesting a unique 
reply or action to the user as shown in Fig 1. Brands can leverage a chip list to deliver a 
conversational experience.  

> Suggested Actions: Customers can quickly take actions in response to messages, thereby 
reducing the time and effort in completing the tasks. These actions guide users to tasks that 
leverage the functionality built into the devices. Some of the popular suggested actions in RCS 
are:
       > Add to Calendar: Opens the phone’s default calendar app to let users set reminders for 

themselves. For example, in the below image, an airline called Alaska Airlines sends a 
boarding pass to a passenger.

A typical RCS message differs from an SMS in that it has features that offer an OTT app-like 
experience through the phone’s native messaging app. Some of the features are:

Fig 2: Add to Calendar Source

Once the passenger clicks on the Add to Calendar button, the boarding pass information
is added to the phone’s calendar app to alert the passenger of his travel program at an
appropriate time.

Alaska Airlines

Add to Calender

Flight

Passenger

Boarding Depart Terminal Gate Seat

Joel Peters

1:20PM 1:50PM A7 C22 22B

773 PRIORITY

SEA JFK

LT E

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcTOB1YsFWs&list=PL9VHsE18iQ6aoUTrQCjCxCBT_lXm4fou2&index=6
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> Open Mapping Application : When brands share their location through an RCS 
message, customers can locate them at the click of a button on the phone’s default mapping 
app. The below image shows a case wherein a customer clicking on the Find Nearest Store 
button, sees the GAP store’s location on Google Maps.

> Start Video Chat: Allows a customer to start a video chat for a more personalized
engagement with the brand, through the phone’s camera. For example, in Fig 4, the customer
has an option to click on the Video Chat with Stylist to commence a video chat with the brand
Nordstrom.

Fig 3: Opening the Mapping Application Source

Fig 3: Opening the Mapping Application Source

Alaska Airlines

Find Nearest Store

LT E

$42.00-Buckle Popover Shirt

Its all new for summer! Shop our
new arrivals below.

Type a message

NordStrom

Video chat with Stylist

LT E

$39.90- Cozy Lace Front Sweater

Its all new for summer! Shop our
new arrivals below.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcTOB1YsFWs&list=PL9VHsE18iQ6aoUTrQCjCxCBT_lXm4fou2&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcTOB1YsFWs&list=PL9VHsE18iQ6aoUTrQCjCxCBT_lXm4fou2&index=6


Zip Car

Call Customer Support

LT E

Unicorn Station 2562 Main St
Peugeet 206 Allure
241-ZIP

Your ZipCar is now Available
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> Trigger a Voice Call : When included with an RCS message, this suggested action allows 
a customer to make a voice call to the brand.

> Share My Location : This allows users to share their current location with a brand. For 
example, in the below image, HotelTonight is a brand that sends a business message to know 
the customer’s location.

Fig 5: Share My Location Source

Once the customer clicks on the Share My Location button, his location is shared with
HotelTonight. The location information helps HotelTonight recommend the nearby
hotels to the customer.

Fig 6: Trigger a Voice Call Source

HotelTonight

Share my Location

LT E

Find me a hotel tonight.

Lets get this started! To find a hotel
tonight in the city where you are right
now, share your location with us by 
clicking the button below

Type a message

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcTOB1YsFWs&list=PL9VHsE18iQ6aoUTrQCjCxCBT_lXm4fou2&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcTOB1YsFWs&list=PL9VHsE18iQ6aoUTrQCjCxCBT_lXm4fou2&index=6
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> Open a URL : Allows users to open a website on the phone for an in-depth understanding 
of a product/brand/enterprise.

> Chat : Helps a customer initiate a P2P RCS chat with a customer care executive to obtain 
real-time information. For example, after ordering food, customers can directly chat with the 
delivery executive arriving at their location to know the status in real time.

Fig 8: Text Chat Source

Fig 7: Open a URL  Source

In fig 7, clicking on the “See More Details” button, opens the website of Zillow for the user.

Zillow

See More Details

LT E

2033 end ave, Seattle WA 98121

But sometimes creating a space that does all of those
things can be overwhelming. That’s where we come in.
Working side by side with our clients and a team of
architects, builders, and tradespeople, we help our
clients to turn their visions of home into a reality.
Using our wealth of design knowledge and experience,
we guide our clients through the construction process,
helping them to make thoughtful, timeless choices
every step along the way.

Type a message

Postmates

See More Details

LT E

Your order is now on its way!

Pumkin Soup with Garlic bread, chicken salad,
Orange juice, Ice Pop

Type a message

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcTOB1YsFWs&list=PL9VHsE18iQ6aoUTrQCjCxCBT_lXm4fou2&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcTOB1YsFWs&list=PL9VHsE18iQ6aoUTrQCjCxCBT_lXm4fou2&index=6
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Title text Subtitle text Image (not 
mandatory)

Up to 4 buttons with 
a link, navigation, 

and publish text                                                 

Fig 9: Rich Card

Fig 10: Rich Carousel Source

Carousels enable brands to showcase products that are most suited to customers based on
their individual purchase history.

> Rich Cards: The rich cards allow brands to include text, images/videos, and suggested 
replies and actions in a single entity. Currently, the number of suggested replies that a rich card 
can contain is four.

> Carousel: An RCS carousel is a collection of rich cards that are horizontally scrollable. 
Typically, a carousel includes 10 cards, with each containing:

Postmates

LT E

Hampton Bay
48,000 BTU
Stainless Steel
Pyramid FLame...

Choose

Hampton Bay
38,200 BTU
Bronze
heal Focusing...

Choose

Hampton Bay
48,000 BTU
Stainless Steel
Pyramid FLame...

Choose

Customer Care over RCS. Powered by Kirusa

Yesterday • 5:45 PM

Enin

12:00

Chat message

Thanks for your interest in 9mobile bot 
on RCS. Your request is registered.

my9mobile: +234 708 111 2132

Check Airtime Balance

Check Data Balance

Previous Transactions

Buy Data

https://developers.liveperson.com/google-rcs-business-messaging-templates-carousel-template.html


Transactional Messages Using RCS
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RBM Use Cases

Fig 11: RichOTP®

Transactional 
Messages 

Application-to-Person
(A2P) Messages used to
send notifications, alerts,

service messages, etc.

Marketing and 
Promotional 

Messages 

Application-to-Person
(A2P) Messages used to 

send marketing messages, 
such as product

announcements, sale
announcements,

promotional offers,
coupons, etc.

Conversational 
Messaging 

Two-way messages
(A2P and P2A) that are

used for customer
engagement, sales,

support, help from live
agents, or to offer
complete service

experiences such as
food delivery, or a Bot Store.

> RichOTP® : One-time passwords (OTPs) are confidential information generally associated 
with financial transactions. Gupshup’s award-winning product, the RichOTP® allows 
organizations to share OTPs securely to the intended recipients along with the verified brand logo 
that gives customers the sufficient confidence regarding the authenticity of the message. 

Transactional messages are typically sent by brand to a consumer (A2P) through the messaging 
channel by adding the brand logo and the verification uptick. Two of the use cases worth sharing 
are RichOTP® and RichSMSTM.

RichOTP can be delivered on a common bot launched on almost 50 mobile network operators 
across the four continents of North America, South America, Africa, and Asia. RichOTP increases 
the success rate of OTPs as it is delivered even if the device is on the data network instead of the 
cellular network. Further, brands can also use their own bots to deliver the RichOTP for nearly the 
same price as an SMS.

LT E

Verified Sender

OTP in Bold

Brand Logo

Suggested Action

OTP via SMS OTP via RCS

LT E

Today

Use this One Time Password to validate
your log in : 493876

525412



Marketing and Promotional Messages
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Fig 12: RichSMSTM

Fig 13: Rich Promotions

> RichSMSTM : RichSMSTM delivers regular SMS messages over RCS without the need for 
developers to make any software changes. It transforms the plain text SMS from an unfamiliar 
sender ID into a rich message from a verified sender, delivered along with the brand’s name and 
logo. Users receive the same content on their RCS-enabled phones, but along with the brand logo 
and the verified trust mark. Fig 12 highlights the difference between a regular SMS and the 
RichSMSTM. The RichSMS bot too is launched on almost 50 mobile network operators across the 
four continents of North America, South America, Africa, and Asia.

A2P messages can also incorporate the most complex rich features such as rich cards, 
suggested responses, payment gateways and more for a top-notch user experience. Gupshup’s 
primary offering for sharing marketing and promotional messages is the Rich Promotions service. 
The Rich Promotions service allows brands to send promotional messages over the RCS channel, 
which includes a verified uptick, rich cards, or carousels, along with suggested actions and more.

LT E LT E

Verified Sender

Brand Name
Sender ID

Brand Icon

LT E

Special Promotion! Buy 2 GB of Data
and Get 1 GB Free.Visit
www.airmobile.com/specialpromos
to get this discount.
 

9787

LT E

Verified Sender

Rich Card/
Carousel

Promotions via SMS Promotions via RCS 

Avail Offer Visit website

SPECIAL 
PROMOTIONS

Buy 2 GB of Data and Get 1 GB Free.
Click the button to avail the offer. 

Main MenuPrevious Menu

Visit WebsiteAvail Offer Suggested Action



World Health Organization (WHO)

Conversational Messaging
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Case Study

Fig 14: Conversational Messaging through Chatbots

Conversational messaging is an emerging customer engagement paradigm that enables 
two-way conversations between brands and their patrons, using rich media. Brands can initiate 
a conversation with the customer and vice versa that can be responded to. Conversational 
messaging seeks to tailor an experience wherein customers can finalize their purchases over 
chatbots.

While there are numerous case studies that can be illustrated for RCS, we choose to mention the 
one where the World Health Organization (WHO) leveraged it to dispatch critical updates to 
educate citizens across the globe on Covid-19.

In December 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) teamed up with OutThere Media to 
deliver accurate and timely information related to the Covid-19 pandemic to citizens across the 
world. The strategy employed to do so involved the RCS mobile messaging that helped WHO 
deliver appropriate notifications and links to certain important landing pages. 

The results produced were phenomenal with reading rates reaching 96 percent, along with a 
user engagement rate of 46 percent.
 
40 percent of the users replies ‘Yes’ to the question on whether they wished to stay in touch with 
the WHO. 

Even for citizens without RCS-enabled phones who received campaigns through messages with 
links & system notifications, the click-through rate was 6 percent, which was 60 times more than 
the industry benchmark.



Fig 15: RCS Campaign by WHO Source
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Conclusion

While the campaign has already reached 150 million citizens, WHO and OutThere Media’s target 
is to cover 300 million users out of the total addressable audience of 1.5 billion users through over 
15 of their operator partners across the globe. Source

More case studies on RBM can be found here.

RCS Business Messaging can enable several other use cases to improve the overall experience of 
engaging with a brand, for the customer. As a thought leader in RCS at the global level, with 
award-winning innovations such as RichOTP, RichSMS, and a lot more, Gupshup has been 
instrumental in deploying several successful solutions for brands across the world. That is not all. 
Gupshup’s key areas of strength extend far beyond RCS in the conversational domain. Contact Us 
to know more.

CONTACT US

Chat message

If you can’t avoid crowded or indoor
settings,open a window to increase 
the amount of natural ventilation.

when indoors with people you do 
not live with, wear a mask if you 
cannot maintain a physical distance
or the ventilation is poor.

Prevent the spread

PROTECT YOURSELF
DURING THE 

COVID 19 PANDEMIC

Lets all prevent the 
spread!

Lets all prevent the 
spread!

Want to learn more?

Yes No

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gvzyPEaeXD0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gvzyPEaeXD0
https://jibe.google.com/success-stories/
https://www.gupshup.io/developer/home
https://www.gupshup.io/developer/contactus



